
 
 

PDFs to accompany 9/11 Special Report: Deception, 
Subversion, and Silence. 



Andy’s first encounter 
with fake Bernie 

 
In this first set of screen prints, after having called the real Bernie Suarez and verifying that he’s 
not on Facebook, I reached out to the fake Bernie.   

What this establishes is that Nelson is not merely creating a satire profile, but actually 
representing himself as the real Bernie, even when people contact him in private messages.   

The conversations went longer, but the significant parts are in this section.   

The last page of this section is important because: 

1. It shows that Nelson is misrepresenting Bernie’s positions. I already knew Bernie and 
that Bernie is a Trump supporter.  Typically I’m not this mean and divisive in my own 
political rhetoric, however, from what I had already found of Nelson online, I knew he 
hated Trump.  Now that he’s asking me what I think of Trump, I figured I could get him 
to reveal further that he’s an imposter by making him angry through fanatically pro-
Trump rhetoric and by trashing the opposite team.  (You’ll see in later sections that 
making Nelson angry and poking his ego with challenging comments was pivotal in 
getting him to reveal more and more information.)  
 

2. Bernie has a medical background.  While I don’t have any actual medical problems with 
my knee, we figured it would be fun to ask Nelson about a pretend medical issue that 
Bernie helped me with in the past.  This becomes important in a later section, when 
Nelson is messaging me as himself and slips, commenting on my seeking medical 
remedy advice from Bernie. As you’ll see on the last page, I mentioned that only when I 
was messaging with fake Bernie.      















FB comments after 
Bernie’s appearance on 

9/11 Free Fall 
 

At this stage, Nelson’s comments on Facebook under the Bernie episode were significant only in 
that they showed he has knowledge of Bernie’s Facebook presence.  Also this statement by him 
is key: “Bernie Suarez was never legitimately on Facebook…” 

Typically nobody would throw in the word “legitimately” unless they knew there was an 
illegitimate profile out there on Facebook of Bernie. 

Also, this births the debut of our white hat troll, “Eric Burtie” who is simply a name with a 9/11 
Truth sign as his avatar.  (Not impersonating any real people).  

Eric Burtie attempts to challenge Nelson on the claim that Bernie is not on Facebook.  Nelson 
responds with the challenge “show me his profile”.  Eric Burtie sent Nelson a private message 
afterward with a link to the fake Bernie profile, hoping Nelson would confess in order to win 
the argument.   

Nelson didn’t respond to the private message, however.   

    









“Eric Burtie”  
vs 

The Trolls 
The previous week, Nelson didn’t respond to Eric Burtie’s private message showing him the 
fake Bernie profile.   

Under a new Free Fall episode that focused on Shanksville, the trolls were drawn out of the 
woodwork. 

Eric Burtie challenged Nelson on the matter again with the claim that he debunked Nelson the 
previous week.  (Regarding Bernie FB profile.)  

Eric Burtie is trying to lose this argument so that Nelson would admit to being fake Bernie in 
order to win.   

In this exchange, you’ll see how Nelson operates in a pack with several others, including Adam 
Fitzgerald and Ed Brotherton.    

Eric Burtie uses obnoxious rhetoric to make the trolls angrier, more arrogant, and set them off 
balance. Also to draw out their true personalities. 

In the comment battle, Adam Fitzgerald reveals that he seems to be in on the fake Bernie 
profile as he giddily writes, “Well i’m right here.  Can’t wait to see this unfold actually,” and “So 
Eric…did you manage to contact Bernie Saurez?”      

Ed Brotherton also appears to be in on the fake Bernie ruse when he comments, “Nelsons right 
on all the above.  Bernie doesn’t have a social media presence.” 

In this conversation, in order to put Eric Burtie in his place, Nelson jumps into the fake Bernie 
profile and conducts a sarcastic interview with it as himself, with fake Bernie giving disgusting 
answers that disparage Bernie.  He does this to prove that he is fake Bernie, without having to 
say that he is fake Bernie.  (Nelson even dodges the question when asked by Eric Burtie if the 
fake Bernie profile is him, showing that he knowingly is participating in an activity that could 
potentially get him in some sort of trouble.)   





























Nelson, as himself, 
contacts Andy 

Possibly feeling confident that I’m ignorant of him (from my seeming lack of recognition that 
the Bernie Facebook profile is fake) Nelson sent me a friend request on Facebook, which I 
accepted so that I could look at his page.   

A long period passed, but finally Nelson blinked and sent me a series of berating messages, to 
which I responded with humorous quips.  (At least they were funny to me. :D ) 

Nelson concluded by mocking me for seeking medical remedy advice from Bernie, which Nelson 
could only have believed to be true from his previous conversation with me back when he was 
posing as Bernie.   

Nelson slipped.   

Considering Nelson’s (and Adam Fitzgerald’s) constant promotion of David Chandler and Wayne 
Coste, I was then curious to see if those above mentioned individuals knew who Nelson was 
and if he works with them at all.  I strategically ridiculed Nelson for being a fanboy of both, 
saying that they likely don’t know who he is.  

















Nelson admits to Andy 
that Bernie FB profile is 

a Troll profile 
Now that Nelson slipped with the medical advice comment, he responds to me with Ed 
Brotherton included and states that the Bernie Saurez profile is a troll account run by “someone 
else”.   

Again, he’s trying to win an argument, while avoiding having to fully admit that he’s the one 
who runs it.  This shows that he does not want to disclose this fact.  

Nelson responds to my previous “fanboy” comment (regarding Nelson’s relationship with 
Chandler and Coste) by bragging that he attends monthly zoom meetings with Wayne Coste 
and Ken Jenkins, and that David Chandler has endorsed his film on the Pentagon.   

  

























The Adam Fitzgerald 
Exchange 

After Adam Fitzgerald made the claim on his video show that AE911Truth’s Kelly David, along 
with others, “threatened” and “doxed” David Chandler, I wrote to Adam to ask him what 
evidence he has to support this claim. 

Adam Fitzgerald attempted to divert the conversation, but I kept it focused on his specific 
questions. Thus Adam Fitzgerald is forced to admit that he has no evidence of this, and that it’s 
his word against theirs.   

Satisfied by Adam’s Fitzgerald reluctant concession, I asked Adam about the Zoom call that 
Nelson attends with Coste and Jenkins.  Fitzgerald said that he runs the calls. 

























Email to David Chandler 
regarding claims that 

he was threatened and 
doxed by Kelly 

Following Adam Fitzgerald’s claim on his video show that AE911Truth’s Kelly David, along with 
others, “threatened” and “doxed” David Chandler, I also wrote to Chandler himself about the 
claim.   

Knowing this claim is false, I was hoping to debunk Fitzgerald in the easiest way possible by 
asking Chandler.    

With Richard Gage and Kelly David CC’d, I politely asked David Chandler if the claim is true or 
false, and to provide evidence if it is true, or to state that it’s false in an email reply. 

David Chandler refused to comment, appearing, for whatever reason, to not want to contradict 
Adam Fitzgerald.  David Chandler tried to defend his silence by claiming he’s being “bullied” by 
me for asking him about this claim, when in fact Kelly David is the one being accused of 
something she did not do.   

(Because this is an email thread, the order of the emails is listed backwards). 

     

 







Nelson’s full confession 
that he runs the fake 
Bernie FB profile, and 
his urging Andy not to 

cover Cass Sunstein 
 

When Nelson first stated that the Bernie Facebook profile was run by “someone else”, I asked 
him why he believes that. Then I flat out asked Nelson, in a message to Nelson alone, why he 
created the account and where he got the pictures of Bernie from.   

Nelson responded, with Ed Brotherton included, with a long message in which he confessed 
that he runs the fake Bernie Facebook account himself, and that he took the pictures of Bernie 
at an event.   

With this message coming after my “Cognitive Infiltration” Free Fall episode, Nelson also spent 
three paragraphs trying to convince me not to focus on Cass Sunstein.   

Nelson invites me to a video conference call with him and Ed.   

   

 















Nelson as himself and 
as Fake Bernie 








